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In the age of the empowered customer, the reality is that you need your customers more than they need you. Consumers have more 

options than ever before and access to more products and services on numerous channels. They are also willing to pay more for brands 

who deliver exceptional customer experiences. Creating loyal brand advocates is no longer a matter of competing on price or product 

features alone. More so than ever before, customer experience is the new currency driving brand loyalty.

Consumers interact with brands through any number of channels, such as email, customer service departments, social media, in-

store visits, and online shopping. They are also aware that they are giving away more of their personal data (mobile app usage, loyalty 

programs, search history, etc.) and they expect brands to both protect their privacy as well as use this information to deliver 
value in return. The customer experience is about more than any one individual touch point – it’s about collecting and using data to 

enhance relationships and deliver value across the entire customer journey.

The customer experience is about more than any one 
individual touch point – it’s about collecting and using 
data to enhance relationships and deliver value across 
the entire customer journey.
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In the pre-digital age, creating positive customer experiences was much more straight-for-

ward. When customers enter your store or call your contact center, greet them politely, 

be helpful, and go out of the way to show them that “the customer is king.” However, we 

are now fully immersed in the age of digital, and consumers are interacting with brands 

across more channels. Having friendly sales staff is only just the tip of the iceberg – to-

day’s consumers expect to be understood across multiple channels and will head to the 

competition if they aren’t provided with a seamless and personalized experience.

In research by Econsultancy and Adobe, B2B and B2C marketers alike agree that  

optimizing the customer experience (CX) is one of the most exciting opportunities.

THE DIGITAL AGE
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While a handful of companies 

feel their CX strategies are 

very advanced, almost 1/2 of 

companies surveyed feel they 

have some tactics in place but  

no real customer experience 
strategy or capabilities in 
place to support one. 

How do you rate your company in terms of 
customer experience (CX) maturity?

Very advanced
Our Strategy and technology are well aligned around CX to successful effect.

8% 10%

2015 2019VS

Quite advanced
Our strategy and technology are aligned but CX is not fully embedded yet.

Not very advanced
We have some ad hoc tactical initiatives but no real CX strategy or tech capability.

Immature
We haven’t even started on this journey.

42% 38%

45% 44%

5% 8%
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So why specifically does the customer experience matter? 

The top three reasons according to research by Genesys are to improve customer 

retention (42%), improve customer satisfaction (33%) and to increase cross-selling and 

up-selling opportunities (32%)

WHY THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE MATTERS

Source: Genesys
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Many brands understand the importance of these three broad areas as related to 

the customer experience, but let’s dive a bit deeper and look at some statistics 

you may not be aware of.

A good customer experience means your customers spend more (Temkin Group):

86% of buyers are willing to pay more for a great customer experience

73%  of buyers point to customer experience as an important factor in purchasing decisions

65% of buyers find a positive experience with a brand to be more influential than great advertising

Companies that are experience-led have 1.6x higher brand awareness, 
1.5x higher employee satisfaction, and 1.9x higher average order value.  
Experience-led businesses also have 1.7x higher customer retention, 1.9x return on 

spend, and 1.6x higher customer satisfaction rates. (Forrester)

Organizations classifying themselves as “very advanced” at customer experience 
are almost three times more likely than their peers to have exceeded their top 2018 
business goals by a significant margin. (Adobe Digital Trends Report)

Customer experience leaders are four-and-a-half times more likely than 
other companies to have a highly integrated, cloud-based technology stack 
(32% vs. 7%) to fuel their customer experience management strategies.  
And companies with a unified tech stack are 131% more likely to have significantly 

outperformed their top 2018 business goals (30% vs. 13%). (Adobe Digital Trends Report)

EXPERIENCE-LED 
BUSINESSES HAVE 
1.9X RETURN ON 
SPEND
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To deliver on their customer experience management goals, 55% of marketers are prioritizing 
more effective audience segmentation and targeting. (Adobe Digital Trends Report)

Consumers with an emotional connection to a brand have a 306% higher lifetime value, stay 
with a brand for an average of 5.1 years vs. 3.4 years, and will recommend brands at a much 
higher rate (71% vs. 45%). (Motista)

Customers who have had an unpleasant experience on a brand website are 88% less likely 

to return. (Clicktale)
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Sixty-one percent of users are unlikely to return to a mobile site they had trouble 

accessing, and 40% end up visiting a competitor’s site instead. (McKinsey & Co.)

Companies with strong omnichannel customer engagement strategies retain an 
average of 89% of their customers, compared with 33% for companies with weak 

omnichannel strategies. (Aberdeen Group)

67% of respondents in a Microsoft survey believe that customer service channels are 

getting better, and that negative experiences occur less often. 

(Microsoft, 2017)

81% of Americans reported that customer service experiences are now meeting or 
exceeding their expectations, up from 67% reported in 2014. (American Express, 2017)

40% of consumers believe that businesses are now focusing more resources towards 

customer service, an increase from 29% reported in 2014. (American Express, 2017)

62% of consumers claim that a representative’s resourcefulness was also necessary for 

a positive customer service experience. (American Express, 2017)

68% of customers surveyed believe that a pleasant interaction 
with a customer service representative is necessary for a 
positive experience. (American Express, 2017)
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Developing a strong customer experience brings rewards but can be 

challenging to implement. In research by HBR Analytics Services, 

41% of respondents stated that systems integration was the biggest 
obstacle and 37% stated multichannel complexity.   

For a CX strategy to be successful, data collection systems and channels through which consumers interact with a brand 

must be integrated and in sync. Providing a consistent customer experience is rooted in data – brands must know their 

customers across channels to provide consistent experiences. However, with the massive amounts of data being created 

in today’s digital ecosystem, brands are finding it difficult to collect and integrate data quickly enough in order to act. 

Brands must continue to stay focused on the customer experience and be diligent about implementing systems and 

technology to create a solid CX foundation.  At its core, the customer experience is dependent on knowing who your 

customers are and providing individualized experiences across the customer journey.  

41%

37%

33%

33%

32%

Systems Integration

Multichannel Complexity

Organizational Structure

Data Issues

Lack of Strategy

How challenging is each of the following in offering 
a consistent experience across all channels?

THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE CHALLENGE

41% of companies 
struggle with systems integration.
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Consumers want personalized experiences, but they also demand privacy. 
They want brands to know when they are shopping in their stores, but they find too 

much knowledge creepy. Brands continue to strive for personalization, but it can be 

confusing when consumers seem to have conflicting demands.

So what exactly do consumers consider to be a successful and individualized experience? 
According to research by RedPoint:

• 52% want brands to send special offers available only to them

• 43% want brands to know they are the same customer across all touchpoints (email 
social, mobile, etc.)

• 42% want brands to send recommendations based on products they recently 
purchased or viewed

CUSTOMERS AS INDIVIDUALS

CONSUMERS WANT
PERSONALIZATION
AND PRIVACY.
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Marketers believe they are doing fairly well on delivering good 

customer experiences, with 34% stating they deliver excellent 

experiences.  However, consumers aren’t as convinced, with 

only 18% stating that brands are delivering excellent experi-

ences. Among consumers, Gen Z (27%) and Millennials (27%) 

are more likely than Gen X (17%), Boomers (12%), and Seniors 

(10%) to say “excellent”.

Consumers also report it is very frustrating when a brand 

sends them an offer for something they just bought (34%), 

sends them offers that aren’t relevant (33%), or does not rec-

ognize them as an existing customer (31%). And, more than 1 

in 3 (37%) will go even further to stop doing business with a 

company altogether that doesn’t offer a personalized experi-

ence.

Only one-fifth of brands say they are prepared to meet the 

demands and needs of the modern customer. Another 73% 

stated they are only partially prepared. (CMO Council and 

Worldwide Partners research)

CUSTOMER FRUSTRATION

ONLY 20% OF BRANDS ARE PREPARED 
TO MEET THE DEMANDS OF TODAY’S 

MODERN CONSUMER
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57%
DATA SECURITY

51%
24/7 CUSTOMER  

SUPPORT

46%
RELEVANT  

EXPERIENCES BASED 
ON LANGUAGE 
AND CULTURE

45%
UNIFIED EXPERIENC-

ES ACROSS CHAN-
NELS

39%
STRONG BRAND 

ADVOCACY & 
PURPOSE

According to research by CMO Council/Worldwide Partners, 
the top five demands of consumers include:

Based on a survey of more than 350 global marketing leaders...
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When it comes to data security, data breaches have made consumers much more aware of their 

online footprint.  They will stop purchasing from companies whose personalization practices are 

crossing the border into creepy, they delete search history, or stop buying online altogether.

Consumers want to take part in the choices they are offered. In addition to being offered choices 

based on past purchases, 75% of consumers stated that they would be willing to co-create profiles 

based on their own preferences. For example, they may create a fashion profile based on their 

preferences in color, style, fabric and so forth. This interactive communication with brands drives 

better personalization and more satisfying brand experiences.

In a report by Sprout Social, 86% of consumers think it’s more important than ever before for 

businesses to be transparent. Consumers defined transparency as being open (59%), clear (53%) 

and honest (49%).

Consumers are more willing to give their loyalty to brands who are transparent. In fact, 89% would 

give transparent brands a second chance after a bad experience, and 85% would stay with them 

through a crisis.

Regarding social media, 53% pf consumers say that they are likely to consider a brand that’s 

transparent on social for their next purchase. However, not being transparent will cause 86% to 

take their business elsewhere.

DATA SECURITY

TRANSPARENCY IS KEY

Consumers are more willing 
to give their loyalty to brands 
who are transparent. 
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What do Consumers Really Think About Personalization?
McKinsey recently performed a study to better understand 

consumers’ reactions to personalization. In looking at 

industries that consumers receive personalized offers from, 

those they wish they did are fairly in sync. Topping the list are 

consumer goods brands, restaurants and bars, and fashion 

retailers and department stores.

 

There were some differences when analyzed by gender. 55% 

of women in the US versus 49% of men were significantly more 

likely to welcome personalized messages from restaurants 

and bars.

The Mckinsey research also examined the types of offers 

consumers receive as compared to the type they find most 

appealing. Product recommendations related to interest 
and similar product recommendations based on product 
research were most appealing to consumers in both the US 
and the UK.

PERSONALIZATION
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The Rise of the Customer Data Platform to Drive 
Connected Customer Experiences
Successful customer experience strategies are dependent on establishing 

a 360-degree, holistic customer view in order to deliver the most relevant 

messages. With more digital channels and more devices on which consumers 

interact with brands, there is certainly no shortage of data. However, 

the data management space can be confusing as marketers grapple with 

making sense of this data. Insufficient data analysis, poor data integration 
capabilities and the ability to access the right customer data are often 
cited as major barriers to developing a cohesive customer view.

Customer data platforms have recently gained massive interest due to their 

agile nature in being able to quickly integrate numerous data points to 

create a unified and persistent customer ID. Data management systems are 

not new, however previous solutions were cumbersome and often required 

a massive undertaking by IT of both time and resources.  A customer data 
platform on the other hand offers speed, nimbleness and is owned and 
operated by marketers.

CDPs are still an emerging category, and vendors have built in different 

capabilities into their platforms. At their core, all CDPs offer a way to  

integrate data into a persistent consumer ID. Beyond this, only some 

customer data platforms offer a way to manage customer experiences 

through journey management. 

CUSTOMER DATA PLATFORMS

Other platforms only offer analytic capabilities 
and machine learning processes in order to 
optimize marketing messaging and prioritize 
high performing customer segments. A 
customer data platform should do each of 
these tasks. The V12 Customer Data Platform, 
V12 Velocity offers each of these capabilities 
in addition to the ability to integrate our broad 
range of third party data sets directly into the 
system for deeper customer insights and more 
personalized customer experiences.
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Deliver Personalized Customer Experiences with 
Personalized Journey Management
According to McKinsey, when a customer journey is done right, customer satisfaction 

jumps by 20%, revenue improves by 15%, and the cost of serving customers 

lowers by 20%.  However, many organizations use several systems to engage with 

consumers across different channels within the customer journey. These systems 

are often managed separately, and the outcome is siloed data and an inconsistent 

customer view.

Connecting these data points is critical in order to design a well-executed and 

dynamic journey. A customer data platform solves these challenges by stitching data 

points together to create a single customer view in one integrated system. 

PERSONALIZING THE JOURNEY

The V12 CDP offers robust journey management capabilities combined with 
real-time analytics and artificial intelligence (AI) so brands can personalize 
offerings, design experiences, monitor customers and optimize performance.
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Within the V12 Customer Data Platform, marketers can quickly uncover specific 
customer segments in order to predict and execute a full range of customer journeys. 
While many brands are very familiar with touchpoints such as welcome emails, order 

confirmations, or abandoned cart notifications, uncovering opportunities to engage 

with consumers across other journey touchpoints is key to increasing conversions and 

boosting retention. For example, marketers can create real-time journeys to target in-

market consumers using V12’s purchase intent database.

Customer experiences are quickly outweighing the “best value for the buck” mentality. 

Consumers are willing to pay more for positive experiences, and for those companies 
who are delivering, research shows they typically grow at double the rate of 
their competitors. And when you don’t deliver, you can lose your competitive edge  

very quickly.

Brands can no longer 
compete based solely on 

the quality of their 
products and services.

CUSTOMER JOURNEY MEETS EXPERIENCE
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Contact us toda y to learn more about our marketing solutions.
1.833.812.4636 // info@v12data.com // www.v12data.com

ABOUT V12

As a leading provider of customer acquisition and retention solutions, V12’s new breed of marketing blends data, technology and analytics to 
drive accelerated results. Our comprehensive acquisition packages leverage industry-leading data, in-market shopping indicators, state-of-the-
art analytics and end-to-end omnichannel marketing execution. Powered by our market leading Customer Data Platform solution, V12 Velocity, 
our easy to use solutions include a quick-start acquisition program and a full-access bundle to acquire, retain and upsell in-market shoppers. 
For more information, visit www.V12Data.com.


